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The VAMOS Project
• Poor dietary habits are a major cause of health problems, especially in the
developed world

• WHO predicts # obese adults worldwide will reach 2.3 billion by 2015
• 1 in 4 adults and 1 in 9 children in England obese, over 5% of population
registered diabetic

• Direct costs of obesity to NHS over £5.1 billion per year (7.6b CHF)
• Similar statistics for most developed nations
• Much evidence this can be prevented, even reversed, via good nutrition
• How can we use technology to assist in this?

Why?
• There are 2 key issues at the root of these problems:
• People are generally poor at judging the healthiness of their own
diets

• Even if they recognise the problem, many lack the requisite
knowledge to deal with it

• Evidence that as knowledge of nutrition increases, eating habits
improve

• The information exists and a plethora of healthy recipes are available
for free online

• However knowledge, time and motivation is often lacking

Recipe Sources
• A massive number of recipes (healthy or otherwise) available online
• Often without nutritional information
• When such information is present it is often inconsistent
• Nutritionists can accurately estimate nutrition of recipes
• Separate recipes into constituent ingredients
• Calculate nutrition of each ingredient
• Sum to obtain values for complete dish
• However, this is a time-consuming (and therefore extremely expensive) process
• Also not so reliable, as we shall see...

Nutrition Estimation
• Requirements:
• Large source of recipes, representative of those available on the
Internet as a whole: ChefKoch database:

• 23,500 recipes containing 39,500 different ingredient descriptions
• No pre-defined ingredient set, no standardised units, recipes
contributed by users

• Reliable database of nutritional information for ingredients: Official
nutritional db of the Germany Ministry for nutrition (Der
Bundeslebensmittelschlüssel or BLS)

• Reliable and self-consistent information for 14,814 ingredients
• Covers all necessary nutritional properties

Challenges
• Non-standardised nature of user-contributed recipes presents a number
of challenges

• Each ingredient must be matched to single corresponding entry in the BLS
• Synonymy (e.g. “rocket”, “rucola”, “arugula”)
• Non-specific descriptions (e.g. “x filets of fish”)
• Multiple entries for common ingredients; “tomato” => tinned tomatoes,
fresh, tomato sauce, etc

• Different preparations of raw ingredients with very different nutritional
properties; smoked, frozen, etc

• Sometimes nutrition contained in ingredient will not end up in final dish

Challenges
• Different units of measurement must all be converted to a single

standard (in this case grams) for comparison and nutrition calculation

• Unspecific weights and measurements often used
• 1 cup of flour, tablespoon of sugar
• 3 large courgettes, 4 filets of fish
• “a pinch of salt”
• In many cases no amount is specified at all
• “some oil for frying”
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Ingredient Matching and Ranking
• Description is preprocessed and description conversion rules applied
• 338 in total, take the form “white fish -> haddock”
• Deal with synonymy and level of specificity
• Appropriate due to long-tailed ingredient distribution
• First word in description stemmed and both original and stemmed
versions used to query mySQL database

• List returned by mySQL is ranked via weighted ranking model
• Reduces several matches to single “best choice”

Why use rules?
Without rules

With rules

All matched

47.2%

91.1%

1 or more unmatched

26.4%

0.87%
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Learning to Rank
• 6 human assessors evaluated ambiguous ingredient descriptions
• From list of possible matches, assessors chose the best yielding 1,515
positively-classed data points

• A further 1,515 negative data-points were added (non-chosen options
from the lists selected at random)

• Features of ingredient descriptions were identified and used to estimate
a linear regression model yielding outputs in range [-1,1]

• 7 lexical features were identified that significantly accounted for variance
• For each list of matching ingredients a score can be produced
• Ingredients then ordered in descending order of score
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Determining Weight
• Amount description split into unit and quantity
• Unit is checked against list of quantity rules
• 198 in total, take the form “1kg -> 1000g,” “1 tsp oil -> 15g”
• Obtained by choosing most frequently occurring units from recipe collection
• Conversion ratios based on USDA (US Dept. of Agriculture) guidelines
• Sometimes necessary to take ingredient into account
• “a dash of cream” -> returns a fixed amount (no quantity given)
• oil has different specific gravity than water
• If not fixed amount then quantity multiplied by conversion ratio

Evaluation
• Compare output of system to human-estimated values
• Random sample of 50 recipes chosen (all main meals)
• 6 human assessors lead by nutritionist
• Each recipe assigned to 2 human assessors
• Assessors provided with:
• ingredient list
• corresponding units and quantities in their raw forms
• ingredient search tool
• list of standard quantity rules

Do humans agree?
• Generally close agreement: in 44.7% of cases values were within 5% of
mean between assessors, in 77% within 25%

• Still illustrates how difficult the process is, in some cases very little
agreement: in 23% error greater than 25%

• Errors stemmed from both ambiguity in ingredient descriptions and use
of non-standard units

• “Sausage (smoked)” resulted in 2 very different ingredients being
chosen, difference was 530kcal and 53g of fat

• “2 duck breasts” - 1 assessor said 1 breast would be 150g, the other
chose 350g resulting in difference of 1000kcal and 50g of fat

System performance
human

baseline

fitted

Energy (kcal)

10.34

13.8

10.35

Protein (g)

0.54

0.47

0.36

Fat (g)

0.59

1.15

0.69

Carbs (g)

0.73

0.46

0.45

Fibres (g)

0.058

0.058

0.055

Median prediction errors per 100g

System performance
baseline

fitted

gain (%)

Energy (kcal)

13.03

9.99

30.4*

Protein (g)

7.12

5.02

41.8*

Fat (g)

25.57

12.19

109.8*

Carbs (g)

6.51

5.76

13

Fibres (g)

12.46

10.89

14.4

Median prediction errors as % of human-evaluated mean
* indicates statistically significant result
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human/fitted

Energy (kcal)

0.6

0.76

Protein (g)

0.39

0.54

Fat (g)

0.55

0.73

Carbs (g)

0.7

0.6

Fibres (g)

0.51

0.94

Pearson correlation coefficients
Deschamps et al. between Food Frequency Questionnaire and 24
hour recall

Recipe Recommendation
• Before attempting to calculate meal plans it is important to be able

to predict which recipes a person will like and therefore actually eat

• Some work previously done on recipe recommendation, however
issues with how ratings of recipes were obtained

• Before building recommender algorithms it is useful to:
• obtain recipes ratings for a reasonably large recipe collection
• gain an understanding of the context of the rating
• Built simple recipe recommender using 912 recipes from chefkoch
• User asked to rate recipes in context “for lunch/breakfast next day”

Dataset
• 912 recipes rated by 124 users from 4 countries over a 9 month period
• 4,472 ratings in total
• Ratings per user follows a Zipf-like distribution, median 7, mean 30
• Realistic rating density and setting: 3.95%, compared with netflix (1.3%),
previous recipe studies (Freyne et al.) between 22 and 35%
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Main contextual reasons for ratings

Reasons for Rating
• Reasons involving ingredients, recipe type and complexity/difficulty
frequently clicked

• Health reasons clicked less frequently overall
• ... but clicked often by subset of users who consider nutrition
• users who ever clicked health reason do so for 16.3% of ratings
• Linear modelling showed that 17 factors were significant
• Ingredient factors had particularly strong predictive power
• Health factors less predictive of final rating

• Split users into those who had clicked a health factor (n= 54, 3130
ratings) and those who hadn’t (n=70, 1342 ratings)
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Building a Recipe Recommender
• We know from data collected that ingredients (and combinations
thereof) have a large impact on ratings

• The presence, or indeed absence, of an ingredient in a recipe can be
used as a feature

• Can be weighted by how much each ingredient contributes to the recipe
• Cell

d,f of matrix

is weight of feature/ingredient f in item/recipe d

• User-feature matrix

computed by aggregating recipes rated by u s.t.

u,f

=

X

d2d

d,f

I{ru,d > 0} ⇡

Building a Recipe Recommender
• We also know that contextual factors (esp. ingredients) can have both
positive and negative effects

• Users have ingredients they like and those they don’t
• Previous work integrated by this using the rating ru,d as ⇡
• Implicitly assigns some positive bias to ingredients user dislikes
• Instead we consider separate positive and negative matrices
• Ratings of 4 and 5 given weights 1 and 2, ratings of 1 and 2 => 2 and 1
• keeps the notion of positive and negative influences separate
• encodes degree to which user likes or dislikes ingredient

Calculating Similarity
• Given feature matrices for items (recipes) and users we can calculate
a similarity between pairs of items, pairs of users and between a user
and an item

• Similarity can be computed using a TF/IDF-like approach
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• Dimensionality reduction (SVD) can be used to mitigate issues of
sparsity and uncover deep co-occurrence relationships

• Similarity metric is same as above (co-sine)

User and Item Biases
• Many modern recommender algorithms based on system of biases
• Individual biases for each user and item often improve performance
• Some items are inherently good or bad, some users are inherently
optimistic or pessimistic

• We can effectively remove these eccentricities from the ratings
• Bias due to user u denoted by bu
• Bias due to item (recipe) d denoted by bd
• Simple model estimate given by:

r̂u,d = µ + bu + bd

User and Item Biases
• Biases trained by means of iterating fixed- point gradient descent
optimisation

• Based on training ratings
• Initiate biases to small random values
• Iterate following steps over training set until convergence observed:

b̂u = bu

(ebd

↵bu )

b̂d = bd

(ebu

↵bd )

• where e is current error of the simple estimate for this rating, i.e.:

e = ru,d

(µ + bu + bd )

Generating Ratings
• Outcome (rating) can be estimated via a series of weighted biases
• Weights selected using linear modelling techniques
• L2 regression used to avoid issues of overfitting
• Complete ratings model is as follows:

r̂u,d = ✓0 + ✓1 sim+ (u, d) + ✓2 sim (u, d) + ✓3 (bu + bd )
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Incorporating Nutrition
• Calculate nutritional values in terms of energy and fat for all recipes
• q quantiles calculated, recipes assigned to quantile “bins”
• Users split into 2 groups as in analysis
• Biases calculated for both user groups over all bins for energy and fat
• Biases are expected mean-normalised change in the rating
• Added as interaction term in linear model

System performance
mean
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VS+n+b
SVD+n+b

MAE
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1.154
1.128
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1.079 * †
1.072 * †

RMSE
1.383
1.379
1.347
1.327
1.308 *
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1.269 * †
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* indicates statistically significant improvement over mean
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Future Work
• Full English language version of nutrition estimator
• Extension to estimator: cooking methods for increased accuracy and
understanding of difficulty/complexity

• Better modelling of energy/fat biases in recommender model
• Generation of complete weekly meal plans
• recommending sequences of recipes under constraints
• WHO guidelines and activity monitoring
• Would like to understand how/if recommendations influence user
behavioural patterns

